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Abstract: Patterned cocrystal monolayers self-assemble on HOPG in contact with solutions containing
complementary pairs of 1,5-chain-substituted anthracene derivatives. Monolayer unit cells containing three
or four molecules and spanning 9-11 nm are generated. The monolayers consist of alternating aromatic
and aliphatic columns. The designs and dimensions of the cocrystal patterns (unit cells) are determined by
(i) the preferred packing alignment of identical length side chains, (ii) the selectivity of each side chain for
neighboring chains, (iii) the identities of the two side chains on each anthracene, and (iv) the 2D-chirality
of 1,5-substituted anthracenes. The aliphatic columns form by interdigitation of identical length side chains
arrayed in an antiparallel alignment, with the nth heavy atom of one side chain in registration with the
(ω+2-n)th heavy atom of two adjacent chains ((ω T 2) packing). Adjacent side chains are attached,
alternately, to anthracenes in one of the two flanking aromatic columns. The preference for (ω T 2) packing
optimizes side-chain van der Waals interactions. The composition and fidelity of patterning in the cocrystal
monolayers requires an additional source of “molecular recognition” in addition to side-chain length. Dipolar
interactions, both attractive and repulsive, between ether groups in neighboring, (ω T 2) packed side chains,
constitute a second recognition element needed for cocrystal self-assembly.

Introduction

Surface assemblies with small feature sizes are employed in
microelectronics, sensing, optical and nanotechnology applica-
tions.1 The steadfast advance of lithographic, “top-down”
technology, referred to as Moore’s Law,2 now produces complex
structures with feature sizes smaller than 50 nm.3 An alternate
approach to small feature, surface construction starts at the
molecular level. Self-assembly and guided assembly4 of small
molecules, polymers, biological entities, and nanoparticles
constitute “bottom-up” construction methods. Two challenges
facing this approach are reproducible generation of high
resolution and complexly patterned surface layers to serve as
templates for bottom-up assembly and expansion of template
size to macroscopically useful dimensions.5 A variety of bottom-
up methods produce patterned surfaces6 with feature resolutions

in the 10 to 1000 nm range.7 DNA-based self-assembly affords
some of the highest resolution templates for “bottom-up”
assembly.8 “Double crossover” DNA components self-assemble
two-dimensional (2D) scaffold monolayers, with 10-40 nm
wide columns separating base-pair encoded binding sites for
DNA tagged nanoparticles.9 Designed sets of Watson-Crick
base-pairing provide the critical molecular recognition needed
to direct monolayer assembly and particle capture.

Self-assembly of organic and organometallic compounds
produce intricate morphology monolayers, with structural
features and periodicities as small as 1 nm. Numerous studies
have explored the dependence of monolayer morphology on
structural features of the molecular building block, including
its functional groups, molecular shape, and chirality.10 The
extensive studies of single-component systems facilitate efforts
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to understand structure-morphology correlations in multicom-
ponent monolayers. As discussed by Yang,11aFeyter,11bPlass,11c

Wei,11d and Tao,11e mixtures of molecules can assemble
monolayers of three (limiting) types: phase segregated, ran-
domly mixed, or cocrystallized. The monolayer components’
shapes, interaction strengths, concentrations, and solubilities are
important factors determining the fraction of each monolayer
type present at equilibrium.11 Randomly mixed (doped) as-
semblies have been used to characterize single molecule
properties and the dynamics of monolayers.12 At the other
extreme, cocrystallization is potentially useful for assembling
complex monolayers, in which composition varies among
neighboring molecules (1-3 nm features) while producing
periodicity that extends over many molecules (>10 nm). Rabe
and Müllen were the first to demonstrate rational, two-
component, monolayer patterning (cocrystallization) by exploit-
ing the strong hydrogen bond between 5-alkoxyisophthalic acids
and -pyrazine derivatives.13 Numerous subsequent studies have
explored two-component coadsorption driven by hydrogen
bonding.14 “Host-guest” assemblies are a second class of
patterned, cocrystal monolayers, in which large, aromatic guests
(e.g., coronene, triphenylene, phthalocyanine) adsorb at surface
vacancies present,15a,b or induced,15c in template monolayers.
Adsorption of the large guest molecules at preexisting vacancies
in the template is driven, presumably, by favorable guest-
surface and guest-host interactions and by increased entropy
accompanying release of multiple solvent molecules from the
surface vacancies. Plass et al.11c reported a third class of
cocrystal monolayers.16 These cocrystals assemble from a
mixture of phthalate and isophthalate esters whose single-

component monolayers exhibit very different morphologies.11c

The cocrystal unit cells are large, consisting of as many as eight
molecules and extending as long as 12 nm. As is true for host-
guest cocrystals in which guest binding alters the host morphol-
ogy, the morphology of the phthalate/isophthalate cocrystals is
difficult to predict based on the pure component monolayers’
morphologies.

We recently reported a designed approach to 2D-cocrystal-
lization that utilizes dipole-dipole interactions to self-assemble
monolayers with alternating composition of neighboring col-
umns of molecules.17 This patterning approach exploits the
preferred monolayer packing of 1,5-bis-(side chain)-anthracenes,
in which the terminal methyl group (ω-position) of each linear
side chain lies in registration and in van der Waals contact with
the group (CH2, O, S) at the 2-position of two neighboring side
chains [referred to as “(ω T 2)-packing”, Chart 1, bottom]. The
assembled monolayers consist of single-lamella domains18

containing columns of anthracene cores separated by columns
of interdigitated side chains.7d,19Directed cocrystallization was
achieved by positioning two dipolar ether groups in each side
chain such that (ω T 2)-packing of identical side chains
generated two sets of repulsive dipolar interactions (self-
repulsive side chains). By contrast, (ω T 2)-packed side chains
with complementary positioning of ether groups enjoyed two
sets of attractive dipolar interactions. Each anthracene in the
prior demonstration was symmetrically 1,5-disubstituted with
one self-repulsive side chain. Cocrystallization required each
side chain to select and coadsorb its dipolar complement as its
two neighboring chains. In this contribution, designed monolayer
cocrystals assemble at the liquid-HOPG interface from a
solution containing two unsymmetrical anthracenes. Cocrystal
formation requires each side chain to select its neighbors from,
as many as, four distinct side chains present in solution. Chain
length matching combines with dipolar selection to provide the
recognition and selection required for cocrystallization. Varying
the anthracene components’ symmetries and chain lengths alters
the self-assembled monolayer morphology and cocrystal unit
cell properties in a predictable manner.

Experimental Section

Scanning tunneling microscopy data was acquired using a Digital
Instruments NanoScope STM interfaced to a Digital Instruments
NanoScope IIIa controller. All data was collected from the solution-
graphite interface (HOPG, ZYB grade, Momentive Performance,
Strongsville, OH) using mechanically cut 87/13 Pt/Rh tips (0.25 mm,
Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT). Sample solutions were prepared
by dissolving 5-15 mg of compound in 250µL of phenyloctane
(Aldrich, 98%) at 22°C. Solutions were diluted (adding 0-250 µL
phenyloctane), filtered (Anatop Plus 0.02µm filters, Whatman), and
equilibrated at the temperature of the STM room (16-20°C). A solution
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drop was deposited on a recently cleaved HOPG surface. Samples were
annealed at 40-45 °C for 1-2 h. The STM tip was engaged through
the solution, and scanning was initiated in constant height mode. After
monolayers appeared and tip hysteresis minimized, data collection was
initiated in constant current mode with feedback parameters specified
in each image. Tip scan velocities were in the range 0.20-1.2 µm/s.
Data was acquired from monolayers formed from single-component
or two-component mixtures (mole ratios 1:3-3:1). For internal calibra-
tion of the STM data, feedback parameters were adjusted to collect
data from the graphite surface beneath the monolayer. The synthesis
and characterization of compounds is reported in a thesis20 and in the
Supporting Information.

Results and Discussion

Compounds and Side-Chain Packing. Chart 1 displays the
1,5-substituted anthracene derivatives used in this study. The
side-chain structures are identified by numbers in brackets: the
total number of carbon and oxygen atoms is indicated by the
non-superscript number. The superscripts indicate side-chain
positions, relative to the anthracene ring, of ether oxygen atoms.
Anthracene1 is substituted at C-1 with a 12-methoxydodecy-
loxymethyl side chain, [162,15], and at C-5 with an undecy-
loxymethyl side chain, [132]. Anthracene2 is substituted at C-1
with a 10-ethoxydecyloxyethyl side chain, [163,14], and at C-5
by an octadecyloxyethyl side chain, [213]. The two 16-atom
side chains, [162,15] and [163,14], are each self-repulsive17 in (ω
T 2)-packed monolayers but comprise a complementary (at-
tracting) pair. Anthracene3 bears [162,15] chains at the 1- and
5-positions. Anthracene4 is substituted by a tetradecyloxymethyl
chain, [162], at C-1 and by a [132] chain at C-5.

Side-Chain Length-Matching: A Tool for Patterning .
Unsymmetrical 1,5-substituted anthracenes are potentially useful

for self-assembly of patterned monolayer cocrystals provided
the two side chains select and adsorb next to different neighbor
chains. STM studies reveal that interdigitated monolayers
formed by alkanoic acids segregate molecules differing in length
by four CH2 groups.21 Thus, side-chain length might function
as a rudimentary molecular recognition/side-chain selection
criterion for the interdigitated monolayers formed from 1,5-
substituted anthracenes. Unsymmetrical anthracene4, with [132]
and [162] side chains, affords a test of length matching’s efficacy
as a selection criterion for this system. Constant current STM
scans (Figure 1) of the monolayer self-assembled on HOPG by
4 in phenyloctane solution reveal parallel anthracene columns
separated, alternately, by [132] columns (2.3 nm center-to-center
anthracene separation) and [162] columns (2.7 nm separation).
Segregating side chains by length retains (ω T 2)-packing,
maximizes side chain van der Waals attractions and, apparently,
minimizes the free energy. Although monolayers defects are
observed (bottom of Figure 1A), side-chain segregation based
on a difference of three CH2 units is moderately effective as a
neighbor selection criterion. Despite being assembled from a
single-compound, the 2D unit cell of the monolayer formed by
4 consists of four molecules (Figure 1B,C). The unsymmetrical
anthracene can adsorb to HOPG via either enantiotopic face
(pS, pR)22 and with its longer side chain extended to the left
(-l) or to the right (-r) of the anthracene column. The unit cell
of the monolayer from4 includes all four adsorption orientations

(20) Wei, Yanhu, Ph.D. Thesis, Brown University, 2007.

(21) Yablon, D. G.; Ertas, D.; Fang, H.; Flynn, G. W.Isr. J. Chem.2003, 43,
383.

(22) (a) 1,5-Substituted anthracenes are prochiral (C2h or Cs symmetry). Using
the benzylic hydrogen pointing toward the surface as the pilot atom22b for
the benzylic, C-1, and C-1a carbons, surface-adsorbed molecules have either
pR or pS symmetry. (b) Eliel, E. L.; Wilen, S. H.; Mander, L. N.
Stereochemistry of Organic Compounds; John Wiley & Sons: New York,
1994; Chapter 14.1.

Chart 1. Structures, Numeric, and Side-Chain Abbreviations for the Anthracene Derivatives, 1-4, Employed in This Studya

a The non-superscript number in a square bracket indicates the total number of carbon and oxygen atoms in a side chain. The superscripts indicate the
side-chain positions of ether oxygen atoms relative to the anthracene ring. The “(ω T 2)-packing” alignment of side-chain CH2 and oxygen atoms is
displayed for two undecyloxymethyl side chains, [132], of 4.
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in the sequence (pS-r, pR-l, pR-r, pS-l) because of chain length
matching and chirality effects arising from (ω T 2)-packing.23

Table 1 lists the unit cell parameters.
Cocrystal Self-Assembly. Patterned cocrystal monolayers can

assemble from mixtures of 1,5-substituted anthracenes provided
each molecule has at least one side chain that preferentially
selects neighbor chains whose structure is distinct. Given the
bias faVoring interdigitation of identical length side chains,
cocrystal formation from these anthracenes requires pairs of
same length side chains thatdisfaVor self-assembly of single-
component side chain columns and stronglyfaVor self-assembly
of alternating, two-component side-chain columns. As noted
above, a prior study17 using 1,5-bis-[162,15]-anthracene and 1,5-
bis-[163,14]-anthracene demonstrated the requisite selectivity and
the feasibility of modulating monolayer column compositions
using identical length, “self-repulsive”, pairwise attractive side-
chain structures. The use of twoC2h symmetric molecules in
the prior study (i) required each side chain to select its neighbors
from among only two side-chain structures present in solution,
(ii) produced monolayers with no obvious morphological
evidence of patterning (anthracene center-to-center distances
were constant), and (iii) made unambiguous assignment of the
monolayer columns’ compositions difficult. Here we explore
the self-assembly of patterned, cocrystal monolayers using two

unsymmetrical anthracenes1 and2, each of which bears only
one self-repulsive side chain from the [162,15]/[163,14] comple-
mentary pair. Cocrystal assembly requires each side chain to
select neighbors from among four side-chain structures present
in solution.

Constant current STM scans reveal a distinctly patterned
monolayer cocrystal that self-assembles on HOPG from mixtures
of 1 and2 in phenyloctane (Figure 2). A low resolution, 100
nm × 100 nm image (Figure 2A) displays a repeating pattern,
with centers of adjacent anthracene columns (yellow, high
tunneling regions) spaced, sequentially, by 3.3-2.7-2.3-2.7
nm. This “tetrad” sequence exhibits a recurring height modula-
tion with maximum amplitude of 4 Å (Figure 2B). The widest
side-chain columns consist of (ω T 2)-interdigitated [213] chains
from adjacent columns of2 (anthracene center-to-center spacing,
3.3 nm). The narrowest side-chain columns (2.3 nm) are (ω T
2)-interdigitated [132] chains from adjacent columns of1.
Adjacent rows of1 and2 are separated by 2.7 nm, consistent
with the spacing produced by (ω T 2)-interdigitated [162,15]
and [163,14] chains. Submolecular resolution scans (Figure 2C)
reveal the anthracene cores as rectangular, 3× 2 dot patterns.23a,24

The anthracene orientations in adjoining columns confirm (ω
T 2)-packing of the intervening side chains: odd length side-
chain columns separate columns of parallel-aligned anthracenes
which adsorb via the same enantiotopic face (Figure 2C:
identical color rectangles); even length side-chain columns
separate columns of skew-aligned anthracenes, adsorbed via
opposite enantiotopic faces (Figure 2C; different color rec-
tangles).24a The unit cell of this monolayer (Figure 2C,D)
contains four molecules25 and extends 11.2 nm (Table 1).

If chain length “matching” was the sole factor determining
side-chain column composition in the mixed monolayer formed

(23) (a) Wei, Y.; Kannappan, K.; Flynn, G. W.; Zimmt, M. B.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.2004, 126, 5318-5322. (b) Tao, F.; Bernasek, S. L.Chem. ReV. 2007,
107, 1408-1453.

(24) Pokrifchak, M.; Turner, T.; Pilgrim, I.; Johnston, M. R.; Hipps, K. W.J.
Phys. Chem. C2007, 111, 7735-7740.

(25) The composition and orientation patterning of the selected1/2 unit cell is
1-pR-r,2-pS-r,2-pS-l,1-pR-l where - r or -l refer to the extension direction
of the longer side chain.

Figure 1. (A) Constant current STM scan (40 pA, 1.0 V, 100 nm× 100 nm) of the monolayer formed by a solution4 in phenyloctane applied to HOPG.
The color legend for tip-height is shown on the right: max (pink)) 0.5 nm, min (brown)) 0.0 nm. The yellow stripes are columns of anthracene groups.
Blue bars mark the anthracene center-to-center separation (2.75 nm) across (ω T 2)-packed columns of [162] side chains. White bars mark the analogous
distance (2.30 nm) across (ω T 2)-packed columns of [132] side chains. Two propagating line defects are evident in the bottom half of the scan. (B)
Constant current, high-resolution STM scan (40 pA, 1.0 V, 16 nm× 7 nm) of 4 on HOPG. The white box highlights a unit cell of thep2 monolayer. The
“3 × 2 dot” patterns from the anthracenes23a,24indicate the adsorption geometry of the molecules in each column: pS-r (blue), pR-l (yellow), pR-r (green),
pS-l (red). (C) CPK cartoon of the monolayer assembled by4. The yellow box outlines the contents of one unit cell.

Table 1. Unit Cell Parameters of the Monolayers (measured)

compd(s)
plane
group

length
(nm)

width
(nm)

angle
(deg)

molecules per
asymmetric unit

4 p2a 10.2( 0.4 1.0( 0.1 88a ( 4 2
1 + 2 p2 11.2( 0.7 1.0( 0.1 87( 6 2
3 + 2 p2 9.0( 0.5 1.0( 0.1 85( 3 1.5

a If the unit cell angle is exactly 90°, the plane group of the monolayer
formed by4 is pgg.
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from 1 and2, the 2.7 nm wide lamellae (16-atom side chains)
could form from two adjacent columns of1, two adjacent
columns of2 or adjacent columns of1 and2. Adjacent columns
of 1 would exhibit 2.3 nm/2.7 nm/2.3 nm anthracene spacing
sequences. Adjacent columns of2 would exhibit 3.3 nm/2.7
nm/3.3 anthracene spacing sequences. The observed regularity
of the 3.3 nm/2.7 nm/2.3 nm/2.7 nm “tetrad repeat” spacing
sequence demonstrates that the [162,15] side chain of1 and the
[163,14] side chain of2 preferentially interdigitate, forming
ordered, two-component side-chain columns that drive cocrystal
formation.

Probing Dipolar Interactions. Dipolar interaction between
side-chain ether groups is the proposed explanation for prefer-
ential interdigitation of [162,15] and [163,14] groups within the
side-chain columns.17 As shown in Chart 2A, (ω T 2)-packing
of adjacent [162,15] side chains generates repulsive, antiparallel
alignment of proximate dipoles in adjacent chains. These
repulsive interactions destabilize (ω T 2)-packed columns
assembled from neighboring [162,15] side chains. Analogous,

repulsive dipolar interactions arise for (ω T 2)-packed columns
assembled from neighboring [163,14] side chains of2.26 By
contrast, (ω T 2)-packing of alternating, interdigitated [162,15]
(1) and [163,14] (2) side chains generates stabilizing, parallel
alignment of proximate dipoles (Chart 2B) in addition to optimal
van der Waals interactions (length matching). Adjacent, identical
diether chains are self-repulsive when (ω T 2)-packed. Dipolar
stabilization from alternating, interdigitation allows the two

(26) A reviewer noted that [162,15] chains may interdigitate and generate dipolar
stabilization by assuming (ω T 1)- or (ω T 3)-packing as previously
reported for 1,5-bis-[162,15]-anthracene.17 (ω T 3)-packing reduces van der
Waals attractions between neighboring chains. (ω T 1)-packing generates
steric repulsion between terminal methyls and anthracene cores. The
destabilization of (ω T 1)- or (ω T 3)-packing relative to (ω T 2)-packing
is the origin of the odd-even effects previously reported for anthracenes
lacking dipolar groups.23a For pure 1,5-bis-[162,15]-anthracene, only one
composition side chain is present; therefore, this molecule can only form
single-component, side-chain columns. The experimental morphology
indicates that (ω T 2)-packing, with the attendent dipolar repulsion, lies
higher in energy than (ω T 1)- or (ω T 3)-packing. However, when [163,14]
chains are also present in solution, (ω T 2)-packing of the complementary
side chains is energetically preferred.

Figure 2. Constant current STM data from the patterned monolayer cocrystal formed by a mixture of1 and2 (1:2) in phenyloctane applied to HOPG. (A)
100 nm× 100 nm scan (0.1 nA, 1.0 V) exhibiting the tetrad repeat. (Tip-height color legend to the left: max (pink)) 0.8 nm, min (brown)) 0.0 nm.)
Bright regions are the anthracene columns. The sequence of center-to-center distances between adjacent anthracene columns is 3.3 nm/2.7 nm/2.3 nm/2.7
nm. The light blue bar covers (approximately) one unit cell of the cocrystal (11.2 nm× 1.0 nm). (B) Tip height variation along the direction of the white
line in part A. Height data is averaged over a 30 nm section parallel to the columns. (C) 30 nm× 15 nm constant current STM scan (50 pA, 1.0 V) exhibiting
molecular details of the monolayer. The 3× 2 dot pattern from anthracene is visible for2 (white rectangles, pS face adsorbed) and for1 (red rectangles,
pR face adsorbed). Side-chain hydrogen atoms are visible as small yellow dots in the darker, side-chain columns. The light blue box outlines one unit cell
of the cocrystal. (D) CPK cartoon of the monolayer assembled by1 and2. The yellow box outlines the contents of one unit cell.

Chart 2. Dipole-Dipole Interactions in (ω T 2)-Packed, Diether Side-Chain Columnsa

a Arrows indicate ether dipole directions: Blue) up, red) down. (A) For (ω T 2)-packed, [162,15] chains, both ether groups in each diether chain
experience repulsive dipolar interactions with two, proximate ether dipoles from adjacent chains. (B) All proximate ether dipoles in the side chains experience
attractive interactions for alternating, (ω T 2)-packed [162,15] and [163,14] chains.
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isomeric diether chains, [162,15] and [163,14], to recognize and
select each other as (ω T 2)-packed neighbors.

The proposed dipolar origin of patterned cocrystal formation
observed in1/2 monolayers (Figure 2) was investigated using
4/2 mixtures. The structures of1 and4 differ at the 15-position
of the 16-atom-long side chain:4 has a non-dipolar CH2 group;
1 has a dipolar oxygen. As noted above, the placement of ether
dipoles in the [162,15] side chain of1 causes this chain to repel
identical, (ω T 2)-packed side chains and to attract the [163,14]
diether side chain of2. By contrast, the [162], monoether side
chain of4 attracts identical [162] side chains as neighbors (Figure
1) and should also attract the [163,14] side chain of2, based on
length matching and one set of attractive, ether dipole interac-
tions per pair of (ω T 2)-packed side chains. The [162] chains
of 4 may form (ω T 2)-packed side-chain columns with
adjoining molecules of2 (side-chain column compositionf
alternating [162] and [163,14] chains) or with adjoining molecules

of 4 (side-chain column compositionf pure [162]). The
availability of two compounds that can (ω T 2)-pack with the
[162] chain of4 should disrupt patterning fidelity and randomize
the sequence of column compositions and the corresponding
spacings between neighboring anthracenes.

Mixtures of 4 and 2 in phenyloctane were deposited onto
HOPG. STM scans of the immediately formed monolayer
revealed domain morphologies resembling pure4 (Figure 1) or
pure2.27 Extensive searching located infrequent regions where
the spacing of anthracene columns indicated mixed monolayer
formation. A low resolution, constant height STM scan of one
such region (Figure 3) revealed two types of 16-atom-long side-
chain lamellae (∼2.6 nm distance between anthracene col-
umns): one formed by interdigitation of adjacent columns of4
(red arrow in Figure 3; two adjoining side-chain columns with
2.2 nm anthracene spacing); the other formed by interdigitation
of a column of2 and a column of4 (white arrow in Figure 3;
2.2 nm anthracene spacing in one adjoining side-chain column
and 3.3 nm anthracene spacing in the other adjoining column).
The regions that initially displayed mixed composition disap-
peared after samples sat at room temperature for many hours.
Similar regions of mixed monolayers were never detected in
samples annealed at elevated temperatures (45°C) for 2 h.

Apparently, (ω T 2)-packing of [162] chains (4) with [163,14]
chains (2) is significantly less favorable than (ω T 2)-packing
of [162,15] chains (1) with [163,14] chains (2). In addition to the
loss of attractive dipolar interactions, there are other structural
factors that may contribute to segregation of the [162] and
[163,14] chains of4 and2. The monoether and diether side chains
may experience loss of registration due to the different lengths
and different numbers of C-C and C-O bonds. Alternatively,
the side-chain shapes may differ due to curvature induced by
ether oxygens.28 The close proximity of ether groups in
neighboring side chains of1 and 2 may minimize packing

Figure 3. Constant height STM (95 pA, 0.9 V) scan of a4/2 mixture (1:
3) in phenyloctane applied to HOPG. The mean separations (blue arrows)
between the centers of adjoining anthracene columns (bright regions
superimposed by black lines) are indicated (units in nm). On the basis of
the sequence of anthracene separations, the red arrow indicates a side-chain
column formed from pure [162] (i.e., two neighboring columns of4). The
white arrow indicates a side-chain column formed from alternating [162]
and [163,14] side chains (i.e., neighboring columns of4 and2).

Figure 4. Constant current STM scans (0.1 nA, 1 V) of the monolayer formed by a phenyloctane solution of3 and2 (1:1) on HOPG. (A) The pattern of
side-chain column widths from a 60 nm× 60 nm scan confirms self-assembly of a patterned, cocrystal monolayer, with a unit cell containing two molecules
of 2 and one molecule of3. The light blue bar covers (approximately) one unit cell of the cocrystal. (B) A high-resolution 15 nm× 15 nm scan showing
details of the molecules’ adsorption orientations. The white (dark blue) boxes outline anthracenes from molecules of2 (3). The light blue box outlines one
unit cell of the cocrystal, with the triad repeat3-pR, 2-pS-r,2-pS-l, where -r or -l indicates the longer [213] chain of 2 extending to the right or left of the
anthracene column. (C) CPK cartoon of the monolayer assembled by3 and2. The yellow box outlines the contents of one unit cell.
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mismatch arising from bond length differences and side-chain
curvature, in addition to providing two sets of favorable dipolar
interactions per side chain. The failure to realize monolayer
patterning from4/2 mixtures underscores the critical need for
side-chain recognition elements, in addition to chain length
matching, to achieve designed cocrystal assembly.

Structure Control of Unit Cell Patterning . The patterned
monolayer cocrystal assembled from molecules1 and 2 on
HOPG has three different side-chain column widths and a unit
cell containing four molecules (tetrad repeat, Figure 2). The
symmetrical anthracene derivative,3, has two copies of the
[162,15] side chain complementary to the [163,14] side chain of
2. Spontaneous patterning of3/2 mixtures should form cocrystal
monolayers with two distinct side-chain column widths, a unit
cell containing three molecules and a triad repeat sequence. This
prediction is confirmed by constant current STM scans of the
monolayer formed on HOPG after application of phenyloctane
mixtures of3 and2 (Figure 4).

The 60 nm scan in Figure 4A displays nine repetitions of the
triad repeat sequence. Each triad has a column of3 flanked on
either edge by a column of2. The [162,15] chains from the central
column of3 are (ω T 2)-packed with the [163,14] chains from
the adjacent columns of2, forming two, 2.7 nm wide side-chain
columns lamella. As expected for (ω T 2)-packed even-length
chains,24a molecules in the column of3 adsorb to HOPG using
the opposite enantiotopic face than used by molecules of2 in
the neighboring columns (Figure 4B). (ω T 2)-packing of [213]
chains from adjacent columns of2 form the 3.3 nm side-chain
columns. These molecules of2 adsorb to HOPG via the same
enantiotopic face (Figure 4B), as expected for (ω T 2)-packing
of odd-length chains. Despite using the same recognition
elements as the1/2 pair, the3/2 pair forms a distinctly patterned
monolayer cocrystal.

Conclusions

Molecular physisorption on graphite is predominantly driven
by molecule-surface interactions.29 Self-assembly of regular,
2-D monolayers on surfaces, particularly on atomically flat
surfaces such as HOPG, is promoted by weak interactions
among molecules. Even though the molecule-surface interac-
tions are larger, the weaker, molecule-molecule interactions

strongly influence monolayer assembly and morphology.30 This
work demonstrates that weak interactions, designed to introduce
recognition and selectivity, can be combined with molecular
shape (chain length) to direct self-assembly of patterned
cocrystal monolayers. The systems employed here utilize
dipole-dipole repulsions and attractions between ether func-
tional groups to, respectively, destabilize single-component, (ω
T 2)-packed side-chain columns and stabilize two-component,
(ω T 2)-packed side-chain columns with alternating composi-
tion of adjacent side chains. This affords column-by-column
control of the composition and morphology of the monolayer.

The patterned monolayers self-assembled from3/2 mixtures
and by1/2 mixtures are distinct. Both molecule pairs employ
chain length matching and dipolar interactions to drive pattern
creation. The formation of two distinct, molecular structure-
specific morphologies demonstrates that recognition and selec-
tion based on the (12-methoxydodecyloxymethyl)/(2-(10-
ethoxydecyloxy)ethyl) ([162,15]/[163,14]) side-chain pair, in
particular, and dipolar complementarity, in general, can be used
to design patterned monolayer cocrystals with feature sizes as
small as one molecule and unit cells that extend over many
molecules. The two-component patterning demonstrated here
can be extended to generate more complex monolayers. Ongoing
efforts include (i) development of additional, complementary
pairs of self-repulsive side chains to produce patterned mono-
layers assembled from three or more different molecules, (ii)
replacing anthracene with “3D cores” to produce laterally and
topographically patterned (3D) monolayers, (iii) development
of side chains that promote “tiling”, i.e., variation of molecular
composition within a single column in addition to compositions
of neighboring column.
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